Abstract
Introduction
Tabletop systems augment information display and direct manipulation on to the conventional table functions. The tabletop surface can create a virtual environment for users, and based on computer vision and sensing techniques, tabletop systems can provide users with more natural ways such as touching and writing with a pen to interact with the virtual environment. With the development of technology, the tabletop system will have a wide range of usage and benefit us a lot.
One of the typical application scenarios of tabletop is sharing documents among multiple users. Contrasting to sharing photographs on relatively small tabletops, sharing documents application requires larger tabletop surface which makes some techniques no longer available. Though some research [9, 10, 11] has been done on sharing photographs and other application scenarios, the solution cannot be used to solve the problem raised by sharing digital documents among multiple users on large tabletop. What's more, though many interactive techniques on tabletop have been proposed [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] , no one has systematically designed an interface for this application.
Our goal is to give a solution to this application scenario. We explore guidelines for the design of interface, list which kinds of finger gestures are required and develop a prototype application JuTable to evaluate out ideas. In our design, finger trajectory operation techniques are used for complicated finger gestures as we find that they provide a more natural way for users to interact with the tabletop systems than other methods. Specially, we design a radar map widget to facilitate delivering documents.
Chapter 2 is an overview of the related work. In Chapter 3, after analyzing the scenario of sharing _____________________________________
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documents on large tabletop, we propose the user interface design guidelines, and then define a set of gestures the interface should support under the guideline. Chapter 4 describes the implementation of the finger gestures and explores them in the prototype application JuTable. In Chapter 5, we collect the users' feedback and make a discussion on the learnability, usability and naturalness of our interface design. Finally in chapter 6, we summarize our work in this paper and give some suggestion on future research.
Related Works
There are many tabletop systems in research world such as DiamondTouch [1] , SmartSkin [2] , and Microsoft Surface [3] . Based on these tabletop systems, a lot of studies on designing freehand gestures have been carried out, including cooperative gestures [4] , multi-finger and whole hand gestural interaction techniques [5] , interaction techniques for transition the status of an electronic document [6] , bimanual continuous gestures [7] , rotation and translation techniques [8] .
As for tabletop applications, solutions have been proposed for some application scenarios. For example, story sharing around the table [9] , tabletop sharing of digital photographs for the elderly [10] , browsing sorting and sharing digital images [11] .
Though a lot of work has been done, no one has yet given a complete systematic interface design for the tabletop application of sharing digital documents among multiple users and solved the problems raised by this scenario.
User Interface Design

Design Considerations
For designing user interface, first we should know what the user will do when sharing documents. Suppose that a group of people want to share documents for discussion, first everyone will get his own working area on the table. Second they should be able to operate their own digital documents as they want. Thirdly, during the discussion users may want to share their documents with others by delivering the documents to them. From the analysis above we can get the user interface design guidelines for the sharing digital documents scenario as follows:
Support user working area. When a user joins the discussion, he can get his own working area on the table. When he leaves, he can delete his working area.
Support single user operation on documents. User can read, annotate and manipulate the digital documents such moving, resizing and rotating.
Support documents sharing operation among multi-users. User can deliver his own document to others when he wants to share his document with them.
Gestures needed
According to the guidelines listed above, a set of interaction gestures are proposed:
Create/Delete user working area, Select, Create, Copy, Annotation. Delete, Move, Resize, and Rotate digital document. Deliver document to other working area. Finger gesture set Among these gestures, annotating a document is better implemented with a pen. Other ten gestures can be seen as finger gestures. As for a user, using his finger is the most natural and convenient way to manipulate documents. These ten gestures also have dependence relationship with each other. Some gestures must be done before others. Figure 1 shows the set of gestures and their temporal relationship represented by the arrows. For example, creating user working area is the basic gesture of them. After it, three gestures: creating a document, selecting a document, deleting user working area can be done. Other six gestures: copying, deleting, moving, delivering, resizing and rotating a document can only be done after selecting it.
A Prototype Application
In this chapter we describe a prototype application JuTable. The application is based on the tabletop system uTable developed by our lab. Figure 2 . uTable tabletop system uTable is a multi-point, direct-pen input tabletop system which can be expended to be touch sensitive. Figure 2 shows the appearance of uTable. The size of a single table is 100cm*75cm*80cm. Multiple uTables can be seamlessly combined to a larger one. What in figure 2 is a four-in-one table. There is a projector, an infrared camera, and infrared light bulbs in the uTable. Infrared light bulbs are set to extend the laser pen input to be finger touch sensitive as infrared light can be reflected from the surface when finger touches on the tabletop. The photo taken by the infrared camera is disposed to determine the location of the fingers touching on the surface.
uTable
JuTable
JuTable is the tabletop prototype application for sharing documents by multiple users around a table.
We try to reduce the learning affordance to the user and achieve the cooperative work in a natural way. To make the virtual environment similar to the real world, some GUI elements such as buttons and tool bars are ignored.
JuTable supports finger gestures in three ways: single finger operation, double finger operation and finger trajectory operation. As shown in Figure 1 , each gesture is pointed by one of the three kinds of arrows according to its operation type. The solid line represents single finger operation, the dotted line represents finger trajectory operation and the dashed line represents the double finger operation. Figure 3 shows the software interface of JuTable. Each blue grid is a user working area. Users operate the digital documents in their own working area. The red grid in the working area is a radar map widget for users to deliver documents to others. Select. User selects a document by touching it with a single finger. Then the color of the document will get darker. Figure 4(a) shows the Select gesture.
Move. To move a digital document, user should first touch the document, then drag the document on the surface, at last lift up the finger and complete the gesture. Figure 4(a) shows the Move gesture.
Deliver. On large tabletop, it is very hard to touch the user seated far away, so users cannot deliver a document hand by hand. What's more, throwing the document on the table will face the problem of inaccuracy. To deliver a digital document to the other user, we use the working area mapping method. In each user's working area, there is a radar map widget mapping all the working areas on the table. See the red grids in Figure 4 (b). When user A wants to deliver a document to another user B, he can move the document and stop at the grid in the map representing the working area of B, and then the document will be delivered to user B's working area. Using this method, a user can deliver documents accurately to any users he wants without moving out of his own working area.
Double Finger
Operation. Double finger operation means putting two fingers on the surface, moving, and lifting up. Meanwhile, the distance and angle between the two fingers will be changed. The change of the distance and angle will affect the document's size and angle. This operation can be used to accomplish Resize and Rotate gestures. Resize. To resize a document, user should touch it using two fingers and change the distance between them, correspondingly the size of the document will be changed. Figure 5(a) shows the Resize gesture.
Rotate. To rotate a document, user should touch on it using two fingers, hold on one and move the other, and then the document will be rotated. Figure 5(b) shows the Rotate gesture.
Finger Trajectory Operation.
The five remained gestures are more complicated than the others which cannot be realized in the real physical world. Here we use the trajectory operation to accomplish these five gestures. A user can use his finger to draw some lines on the surface, and then some special trajectory patterns will be recognized by the software and comprehended as finger gestures. Generally speaking, users will feel more comfortable and natural to interact with the tabletop by drawing lines than using his hand shape or pushing virtual buttons. So we choose to use finger trajectory operation to accomplish the five gestures remained.
There are three special trajectories defined by the software: One Line, Two Parallel Lines, and Two Cross Lines whose meaning are obvious. Figure 6 shows the three symbols. Figure 7 shows the auto-machine. When a user draws a line on the surface of table, the slope and the correlation coefficient of the line will be calculated. Then in the auto-machine an event will be created depending on the begin point, end point, slope and correlation coefficient of the line. There are four kinds of events including Draw a line, Not a line, Parallel, and Cross. Delete user working area. When no document is selected, drawing two cross lines in user working area will delete it. The state of the automachine of the working area will become Delete. Figure 8 (e) shows the Delete user working area gesture.
Create. When no document is selected, drawing two parallel lines in user working area will create a new digital document. The state of the auto-machine of the working area will become the Create. Figure 8(a) shows the Create gesture.
Copy. When a document is selected, drawing two parallel cross lines in user working area will copy the document selected. The state of the automachine of the working area will become Create. Figure 8(b) shows the Copy gesture.
Delete. When a document is selected, drawing two crossed lines in user working area will delete the document. The state of the auto-machine of the working area will become Delete. Figure 8(c) shows the Delete gesture.
Discussion
According to the user feedback to this prototype application, here we give some discussion comparing to other similar work from three aspects: learnability, usability and naturalness.
Learnability. To get used to this interface, users only need to remember three symbols to complete the five gestures accomplished by finger trajectory operation. Other gestures are just the same as the gestures people do when they share real documents with others. What is more, the three symbols are only constructed by lines which are easy to remember. So users can learn how to use this interface easily and quickly.
Usability. According to the three guidelines proposed, the set of finger gestures can satisfy the users' interactive needs. In addition, the working area mapping method designed for delivering digital document makes this gesture be used easily and accurately, especially on the occasion where the table is very large and it is not easy for users to touch each other. Other methods, for example throwing the document may meet the problem of imprecise. Users will feel the interface convenient to use.
Naturalness. All of the gestures can be done in user's own working area which makes the sharing digital document experience comfortable. As what we discussed above, the gestures accomplished by single and double finger operation are just as what people do in daily live with real paper documents. In addition, the symbols used by finger trajectory operation are very simple and accordance with users' habit. For example, we use crossed lines to represent the meaning of deleting. Users will not feel uncomfortable and unnatural to use the interface.
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the typical application scenario of tabletop system: sharing digital documents on large tabletops among multiple users, give a user interface design using finger gestures and explore the design in the prototype application JuTable. Novel aspects of our work are: first we propose a systematic design of the user interface for the application scenario we studied. Second we use finger trajectory operation which provides users with a more natural interactive paradigm. Third we design a radar map widget to deliver digital document on large tabletops.
We hope our work will provide a reference for designing user interface for tabletops. In the future, we will design more finger gestures for convenience of interaction and work out a high level user interface design framework for tabletop system and integrate our work in this paper into the framework.
